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The Ultimate is the all-in-one cleaning machine, cleaning all fabric types and carpets. This versitile 
extractor makes it easy to professionally dry clean natural fabric and wet clean synthics. This unique, 
patented machine makes every job quick and easy   — no more taking down drapes or avoiding certain 
furniture, fabric panels or oriental carpets. Exclusive features such as adjustable intant heat, quick 
flush lines, stainless steel tank, solid state circuitry, solvent sensing system and single cord make The 
Ultimate the machine of choice. Call us or visit our website today!

“I finally found a lucrative add-on service with 
virtually no competition - on location dry cleaning 
of upholstery, draperies and partitions.”

- Cleaning contractor

“There is virtually no textile we can’t safely and 
effectively clean with this machine.”

- Museum director

“There is still a huge market for solvent/dry 
cleaning services.”

- Industry instructor

For Both Wet and Dry Solvent Extraction Cleaning

4-In-One Tool Kit:
Different heads for cleaning 
upholstery, drapery and 
vertical blinds

Draperies

Carpets

Ceilings

Upholstery

Fabric Blinds

Office Partitions

The Ultimate®
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Other Features & Specifications

Specifications
Construction Stainless steel and hexane copolymer for use with solvents and water based detergents

Dimensions 23L x 22H x 10W (inches) / 58.4L x 55.9H x 25.4W (centimeters)

Vacuum 80” (203.2 CM) water lift - 97 CFM

Vacuum Hose 1-1/4” x 10 Ft.  (3.175 cm x 3 m) - Vacuum / 1-1/4” x 10 Ft.  (3.175 cm x 3 m) - Exhaust

Pressure Line 1/8” x 10 Ft. (.3175 cm x 3 m) with all brass disconnects

Heat Exchanger Stainless Steel coil, instant heat transfer

Circuit Board Solid-state technology monitoring system controls heating operation (sensing within 1° F  
 {.56° C}) protected by dual fail-safe system

Sensing Systems Solid-state circuitry

Electrical System 25 Ft. (7.62 m) 12/3 cord; available in 120 & 240 V, 50/60 cycle (Ultimate-230-CE)

Weight 46 lbs - 20.87 kg

Solvent Sensing Probe Determines whether there is solvent or water-base cleaner in holding tank. (Patented) Unique fail safe  
 system automatically prevents solvent from heating above 122° F (51.67° C) regardless of heat setting 

Pump  Centrifugal type 40 P.S.I., carbon and ceramic seals and brass head, slide-mount and compression  
 fittings for quick removal and servicing 

Stainless Steel Switch Plate: 
Long life high amp switches 
and indicator lamps

Auto VAC Shut Off: Eliminates 
operator error by shutting off 
vacuum motor when recovery 
bucket is full

Dome Cover:  
Made of polycarbonate

Vacuum Inlet

Carrying Handle

Quick Disconnect 
Solution Line

Cooling Fan

Solution Tank: Heavy 
duty stainless steel 1-1/4 
gallon (12.30 liter) capacity 
includes 50 mesh S/S 
internal filter

Pump: Located outside of 
mechanical bay for safety 
and ease of service

Lift Out Recovery 
Bucket: Allows the 
mechine to be emptied 
quickly and easily

The Ultimate®
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